Box 1:

Committee on Review and Revision of Acts, 1941-43
Criminal Statistics Act, 1941-49
Uniform State Laws, 1942-43
   Minutes of executive committee, correspondence, roster of conference section chairman
NCCUSL, reports and proposals, 1944
Scope and program, 1945-46
Expense correspondence, 1946
Correspondence, January-May, 1947; June-October, 1947
Acts, 1947
Bills against NCCUSL and receipts, 1947
Membership directory, 1947
NCCUSL, 1948
   Proposals, model acts, correspondence, minutes of mid-year conference
NCCUSL, Correspondence, 1948
   Memoranda, proposed budget, list of commissioners
NCCUSL, 1948-49
   Model acts, legislative reports
Pilot Study of Liens, (3 folders), 1948
NCCUSL, 1949
   Correspondence with Barton H. Kuhns and Paul E. FitzSimmons
Committees on Commercial Code, 1949

Box 2:

NCCUSL (3 folders), 1949-55
   1. Committee correspondence including executive committee and commercial code.
   2. Committee correspondence including model acts and commercial code
   3. Committee correspondence including model acts, meetings, Indiana State Bar Legal Institute
NCCUSL, 1949-55
   Correspondence including research in Law Schools, legislative reports, proceedings of organizational meeting of Illinois Committee on Uniform Commercial Code
Statutory Digest (3 folders), ca. 1950
Meetings, 1950
   Agenda of executive committee, proposed amendment to constitution
Annual meeting, 1951
   Convention book
NCCUSL Correspondence
Including Nathan W. MacChesney and Homer Harris

Conferences, 1951
  Correspondence, memoranda and proceedings

Correspondence, 1951-52
  Including meeting of Illinois commissioners and statutory survey

Annual meeting, Committees, 1952
  Reports, model acts, memoranda

NCCUSL, 1952
  Model acts and reports

Correspondence, 1952-54
  1. Committee correspondence including research, narcotics, commercial code, scope and program
  2. Committee correspondence on research, scope and program, trademark laws; proceedings of committees on Charitable Trusts and Motor Vehicle Certificate of Title
  3. Committee correspondence on research, scope and program, uniform rules of evidence, statute proposal
  4. Committee correspondence including research, Statute Digest, Single Publication Act

Box 3:

NCCUSL, 1953
  Drafts of Uniform Preservation of Records Act, Uniform Liability for Support Act, Uniform Act on Disposition of Unclaimed Property

NCCUSL, 1953
  Report on standing Committee on Legislative Drafting and drafts of Uniform Acts including Charitable Trusts, Joint Tortfeasors, Aircraft Financial Responsibility, Simultaneous Death, Motor Vehicle Certificate of Title, Securities

Research Conferences (2 folders), 1953

Correspondence, 1954-55
  Correspondence including research, draft of Post-conviction Procedure Act and related correspondence

Minutes of the first meeting of executive committee, 1954 annual meeting

Correspondence and Meetings, 1954-55
  Proceedings of Committee of the Whole; memoranda and committee correspondence including section chairman, commissioners; minutes of mid-year meeting of executive committee, Feb. 1955; model acts: arbitration, state trade-mark acknowledgement

Correspondence (2 folders), 1954
  Correspondence and drafts of Post-conviction Procedure Act and Extradition Act

Annual Meeting (2 folders), 1954
  Convention book

Drafts of Proposed Laws (3 folders), ca. 1954, 1955
  Drafts, articles, and correspondence
Correspondence (2 folders), 1955-57
1. Committee correspondence including Gifts to Minors Act, Securities Transfer Act, Statutory Survey, Research and minutes of meeting of Illinois Commission
2. Committee correspondence including Scope and Program, Post-conviction Procedure, Motor Vehicle Certificate of Title and Anti-Theft; minutes of executive committee, 1955, model acts

Proposals and Model Acts, 1955-57
Includes material on Court Congestion sponsored by American Bar Foundation
Law School Research, 1956

Box 4:

NCCUSL, 1957
Program of annual meeting, minutes of mid-year meeting of executive committee, proposed and model acts and amendments
NCCUSL (3 folders), 1957
Material concerning commercial code including Indiana Senate Bill #108, and Harno's position as Commissioner upon leaving Illinois
Consumer Credit (3 folders), 1963-64
Memoranda, reports, proposals, agenda, minutes of advisory committee to the consumer credit project and Special Committee on Retail Sales, Consumer Credit, Small Loans and Usury
Correspondence (2 folders), 1964-65
Materials concerning consumer credit, including reports, correspondence and memos, and article by Alf Ross, "Turtle"
Correspondence, 1966
Memos, correspondence, agenda and reports for mid-year conference